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the new combat is a complete overhaul of assassins creeds structure, which turns every fight into a
massive multiplayer tactical battle. there are tons of squad-based tactical options, such as recon,
cover, flanking, and stealth, as well as the ability to deploy dedicated support characters, such as
jack and connor, to take out specific targets. gear still plays a key role in combat, and you can use
items to your advantage, provide stealth camouflage, heal, or even create offensive barriers. the
new co-op is fine, but the usual ai issues and red alert stopping the co-op in-progress persists. as
with the single-player, co-op is far more enjoyable when playing online. it would be easy to simply

say that assassin's creed: revelations is a continuation of assassin's creed: brotherhood, but
revelations is much more than that. it can be counted as the third game in the series, with its own

storyline and character development. it can be a sequel, if you want it to be, but the way the last two
games tied up the story, revelations has to be classified as a semi-sequel. if you were a fan of

assassin's creed: brotherhood, revelations is a very good companion indeed, one that helps you fill in
the backstory of several characters, including desmond, ezio, altair, and desmond's mother, while

still delivering the action fans have come to enjoy. although the developers have tried to revise the
series in many ways, they have tried to tread cautiously, perhaps inadvertently. one of the reasons
revelations is a great package is that it offers a relatively small single-player campaign. assassin's

creed: revelations even has one of the most linear storylines in the series; it can be quite confusing,
especially if you dont fully understand what is happening at any given time. however, it is still a
complete game, offering the four-player co-op, online multiplayer, and all of its other significant

features. this is perhaps the best package to date.
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upon reaching the cavern, it was revealed that it had fallen on the sea, so desmond used the power
of the hourglass once more to force himself back in time, just before the fall, and traveled to the
white tower, where he encountered calanthe, who asked him to return the hourglass to the time

portal. he attempted to do so, but it would not work, so desmond returned to the cavern, and
managed to stabilize the loop he had caused. desmond was then teleported to a different time-

smeared dimension, where he was tasked with going through the vault of the warehouse where he
had "stopped time". after going through the vault, desmond entered the time portal once more, and

was transported back to the battle where he tried to destroy the giant thing. desmond was
transported through several more time loops, and then he finally reached what appeared to be the

cavern of time, where he confronted cesi about abe, who was preparing to destroy the world.
however, as desmond prepared to fight cesi, the latter pulled out his chalice, before putting it back
in place. desmond was then transported to the same area where he had fought cesi before, but the
time portal had vanished. his allies asked him if he remembered them, and he did. cyclops was the

representative of the templar in charge of the designated tourist port with his assistant martin. while
he stated that the rosetta stone was the key to unlock the book of thoth in the chests of the

bedouins, his actual motives were to discover which of the remaining two boxes he wanted in his
treasure chest. when ezio arrived at the ruins, cyclops sent his assistant martin to keep watch.

martin eventually turned hostile and attacked ezio and the three battles that followed. the assassin,
the man, the myth, and the legend. review, xbox. 4/5. 5ec8ef588b
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